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R E V Ǝ R S U M 
- L Y R I C S   - 

 

01. LIFE RESOUNDS 
 

We could forget the dread and violence 

We could forgive the abuses suffered 

Come what may, life resounds 

When will this greed become unbearable? 

When will this pain also become yours? 

After all, life resounds...resounds 

Try to kill this 

Try to kill this 

Fades every chance for us to be saved 

Fail. 

All the feelings seem to be erased, 

I feel you, I feel you 

What if we start being responsible? 

What if we learn to respect this world? 

Anyway, life resounds 

And you can’t kill this 

Fades every chance for us to be saved 

Fail. 

All the feelings seem to be erased, 

But I feel you, I feel you 

I feel you here 

I feel you here 

 

 

02. ALONE  
 

I’m alone here  

All that I’ve seen it is carved on my skin  

And my mind is a place where thoughts still kill 

See world’s bleeding  

All that I’ve seen has no meaning at all  

I just gotta delete  

Delete it all  

Scream your rage  

Feel this pain  

Every single suffering  

You’ll be your own salvation  
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Every single suffering  

Tears keep falling  

All of those lies, those invisible crimes  

No one cares if somebody’s dying there outside  

Fears get closer  

Time’s just arrived to face demons and fight  

Would you be by my side?  

Would you be by my side?  

Scream your rage  

Feel this pain  

Every single suffering  

You’ll be your own salvation  

Every single suffering 

Makes you not turn back  

Face their violence (Face/their/violence )  

Don’t turn back  

Scream your rage  

Feel this pain  

Every single suffering  

You’ll be your own salvation  

Every single suffering 

Every single suffering  

 

 

03. BLACK DAYS 
 

Rain is falling down 

On my face, blinding me 

Drops of hate, deception 

Tasting of mud and pain 

Eyes can’t see  

What cannot be seen 

Change your point of view on this 

Change your point of view on this 

Anesthetized reality 

Black days we live 

The sea is weakening 

Breathing its last breath 

One by one, the pages 

Are turning into blank sheets 

Eyes can’t see  

What cannot be seen 

Change your point of view on this 

Change your point of view on this 

Anesthetized reality 

Black days we live 

Change your point of view on this, point of view on this 

Change your point of view on this 
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04. OBLIVION  

 
Let me see the light  

I forgot that day. My eyes see nothing  

Darkness behind me  

The moonlight’s on my face  

My body’s divided  

Would you take this medicine?  

You’re gonna need some medicine  

Consciousness is everything  

Seems you lost it all  

Falling lost in Oblivion  

We feel scared  

If heaven had ever existed  

It wouldn’t be on this Earth  

Turn off that radio  

The SOS can wait 

Floating through the remains of life  

I just wanted to go back home  

You could take this medicine  

Now you need some medicine  

Consciousness is everything  

Seems you lost it  

Falling lost in Oblivion  

We feel scared  

If heaven had ever existed  

It wouldn’t be on this Earth  

Stuck in this Oblivion  

Searching for asylum  

Stuck in this Oblivion  

Searching for asylum  

Falling lost in Oblivion  

We feel scared  

If heaven had ever existed  

It wouldn’t be on this Earth  

 

 

05. ZERO 
 

Creeping lies of hate and violent crimes  

Words can divide and lead communities to fight  

If you can tread on dignity  

No right is ever safe 

So start your countdown  

You will be the next one to be blamed  

Emptiness is crushing you  

Blindness will bury you  

Do you feel better now?  

Your life ain’t worth more than mine  

Will you keep hurting us  

Until you have enough? 

Do you feel better now?  
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Your life ain’t worth more than mine  

Will you keep hurting us  

Until this hate devours us?  

Light has grown so dim, a toxic smoke has cleared  

Echoes of sirens screaming sounds of our defeat  

You failed your chance to change the world when you could’ve  

You spread violence instead working for your own good  

While you were numb point of no return we reached  

While you’re deaf a million voices fade silently 

Do you feel better now?  

Your life ain’t worth more than mine  

Will you keep hurting us  

Until you have enough? 

Do you feel better now?  

Your life ain’t worth more than mine  

Will you keep hurting us  

Until this hate devours us? 

Do you feel better now? Ah! Your life ain’t worth more than mine  

Do you feel better now? Will you (will you?) have enough?  

Do you feel better now? Ah! Your life ain’t worth more than mine  

Do you feel better now? Until this hate devours us  

 

 

06. BEAUTY HAS GONE 
 

Lost in our greed 

We turned this world to disease 

And filled our void with our needs 

More than we think 

What do you see? 

What will you be? 

No more lies here 

We’re becoming blind 

Feel everything on your skin 

Because time kills every wish 

Nothing is real 

We lost our wings and dreams 

Like unemotional seeds 

Who will we be? 

We all walk alone 

We all talk alone 

Now we’ve got no more 

Words to say 

Feel everything on your skin 

Because time kills every wish 

Keep what is real 

What is left? 

Beauty’s gone and we feel more alone 

Feel everything on your skin 

Because time kills every wish 

Keep what is real 

What is left? 
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Beauty’s gone and we feel more alone 

 

 

07. RELEASE ME 
 

I feel violated 

Caught in the cage you built for me 

My crime is not real 

Wake me! Wake me! 

Would you live this way? 

Would you feel the same? 

I’m so tired of your false morality and hypocrisy, 

You’re wicked and a creep, you will never silence me! 

Release me! Release me! 

You might try to underestimate me 

Despite the chains you wrapped me with 

This is me 

I feel rejected 

Oppressed by such brutality 

Intolerance kills 

Wake me! Wake me! 

Try to live this way 

Try to feel the same 

I can’t get used to your speeches and defamatory views 

You make the rules 

But I won’t bow down to you 

Release me! Release me! 

You might try to underestimate me 

Despite the chains you wrapped me with - This is me this is me 

Release me! Release me! 

You might try to underrate me 

Despite these chains I’m tied up in 

This is me - This is me 

Release me! Release me! 

You might try to underestimate me 

Despite the chains you wrapped me with  

This is me this is me 

Release me! Release me! 

You keep trying to suffocate me 

I’ll break these chains around me 

Release me!  

 

 

08. CLOSER 
 

We feel we’re hanging here  

Upside down  

Nothing seems real  

We stargaze  

We do not belong here  

We do not belong here  

Why should we be pleased?  
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Closer  

Nearer  

Answers that we hope not to find  

Sinking  

Deeper 

Prisoners and blinded, we all feed this hypocrisy  

Changing point of view  

Open minded  

Seeking out a way  

To escape  

We can overcome this  

We can overcome this  

If we let these eyes see  

Closer  

Nearer  

Answers that we hope not to find  

Sinking  

Deeper 

Prisoners and blinded, we all feed this hypocrisy 

Closer  

Nearer  

Still so blind  

 

 

09.  REVERSUM 
 

A ghost is on my back 

I know I have to sacrifice myself 

Or your love 

Scream if you can scream, 

Run away 

Feel if you still feel 

Before it’s too late 
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